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of the St. Lawrence. The latter were late in arriving and it
was not till well on in the summer that Loudoun had all his
11,000 men ready for action. Here he dallied for six weeks,
unable to make up his mind to move against the strong works
of Louisburg, defended as they were by a garrison of 7000
good troops and a formidable squadron. Finally the enterprise
was abandoned and he returned to New York, to hear that
Montcalm had taken advantage of his absence to capture and
destroy Fort William Henry on Lake George, and that part of
the garrison after the surrender had been massacred by the
Indians in French pay. The tale sent a shudder of horror
throughout the whole of the British colonies. Never had the
prestige of our arms sunk lower, or our prospects everywhere
seemed blacker, than in this disastrous summer of 1757. To
crown all, a combined expedition sent out by Pitt in September
against Rochefort, on the coast of Brittany, ended, thanks to
dissensions between army and fleet, and the lack of energy and
enterprise of the military leaders, in a discreditable fiasco.
Thus terminated this unhappy year of unbroken failure. It
was to prove for England the darkest hour before the dawn.
For once in a way, she had now at the head of her destinies a
man who was to prove himself not unworthy to be entrusted
with the handling of her army and fleet. Pitt was at length in
a position to wage war according to his own ideas, and to follow
out a policy the broad lines of which he had already laid down in
his own mind. Cumberland, who had resigned all his offices
after the catastropheof Hastenbeck,was replaced as Commander-
in-Chief by the wise and experienced Ligonier; large additional
forces were sanctioned, which should bring the army in 1758
to a strength of close on 100,000 men ; and the control of these
forces was removed from the hands of aged incapables to be
entrusted to brilliant young men of the new school who had
already distinguished themselves in the war. Events on the
Continent had, even before the end of 1757, taken a turn for
the better. A French breach of the Kloster Zeven convention
gave Pitt an opportunity for denouncing that agreement,
keeping the Hanoverian army in being and placing it under the
command of one of Frederick the Great's best subordinates,
Ferdinand of Brunswick, who at once began offensive operations
against Richelieu. The fortunes of Prussia had been restored
after a series of defeats by the brilliant victories of Rosbach
and Leuthen, and Pitt was therefore in a position to devote,
without anxiety, all his attention to the operations against
Canada, which in three years were to end triumphantly in the
complete conquest of that country.
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